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ElJ40 BUMPY TORUS FUSION REACTOR DESIGN STUDY

Abstract

1200-MWe ELMO Bumpy
A cornmplete power plant design of a
features
Torus Reactor (EBTR) is described that emphasizes those
that
are unique to the EBT confineme.lt concept, with subsystems
items that are generic to magnetic fusion
and balance-of-plant
being adopted from past, more extensive tokamak reactor designs.
1.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUNII

The ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT) concept [11 is a coroiclal array
An rf-generated,
low-density,
simple magnetic mirrors.
between
mirror
coils
energetic
electron ring :Iteach position
(i.e., midplane
locatiol) stabilizes the bulk, toroidal plasma
against well-known instabilities associated with simple mirror
This combination
of toroidally linked simple
confinement.
high-beta
mirrors and electron rings plomises a steady-state,
:hat operates at or near DT ignition. The EBT reactor
reactor
was first examined over four year~ ago [2].
Irterim revisions
of this first desi~n have been made durin~ the intervening years
[3-6]. The utilization oi advanced fusion fuels in a bumpytorus reactor has also been considered [7]. Interim results
[8],
from the study reported here have bet?n reported elsewher~
and the det~iled account of this study is giv[”n in Ref. [~].
of

1.1.

Oh&ctive
———-

of Study

Thu objective ot this study [9] is to develop a cnnctiptuu]
desiRn for a cu,mmercial fusion power plant based on the current
scheme. This design is t’>
understandlnu
of the E13T cnnf~nemenc
~enerate 1200 MWe(net) , and the fuel cycle is deuterium/triLium/
lithium. The systems approach, cost-sensitivities studies ;~b~,~lt
the design point, and a thorough systems analysis of t11{’
parameter
space in which dn EHTK may uperate are presented in
and
halanc(’-o!Ref. [9]. Conceptual designs of major reactor
nystems have Leen made, upon which physics, tecllnologicill,
}]lant
nnd economic n~se8tmlentu ure ba.~ed. Whenever possible, a cl~’;lr
statement
of all physic~ and englnccrin~ tissumptlons nnd
computatlon~l models is given [9],
-1.2.. -.—.- phYhtCH
.—

Because confinement nyktems bust-d on simple mirrors are
thi~
to MHD instabilities (i.e., flute-like modes),
susceptible
‘drRely abandoned
in
energy
WtlN
approach
to magnetic
fusion
favor
clf
toroidnl systems or open mirror s~titems that rely on
more
oo~lhistlcated field structures to cre.ltr averago ntlnimum-~
fi~ discovery
[1] that Mn rf-R~neraLed and
corfiRur~tinns.
but with (onsiderahlr
rin~
of low density,
eustained electron
cnerRy () 100 keV) and beta (> 0.1), could h’ sttihly formed in i+
simple mirror configur~tion chnn~ed connldvrably the outlook t’or

By coupling the still
fusion powec from a simple ❑irror.
unacceptably
lossy simple ❑irrors into a high-aspect-ratio
torus, the overall system energetic
is considerably j-proved.
The presence of a high-beta electron ring at each midplane
position is crucial to the MHD stability
of the bumpy torus.
These
Instabilities would grow with a frequency ●qual to the
&radients.
classical drift frequency associated with local field
Diamagnetic
currents, however,
flow in the highly conducting
each
playing
the role of a pair of “coils” with
electron rings,
oppositely
directed currents positioned at the toroldal plasma
surf~ce. A local region of minimum average field is created,
dt’crease in the quantity ~ dS/B with
Riving an MRD-favorable
Although
this region of minimum-averdge
increasing radius.
field does not extend to the centerline of the toroidal plasma,
it can be argued that a region of stable bulk plasma extends to
axis [2,10,11].
the magnetic
The stability of the high-betii
toroicfal plasma has been inferred [10] to be limited by a value
bulk-plasma
beta
of
the
equals ttle
that approximately
beta.
Although
it is emphasized
electron-ring
that tl]ese
stability-rblated
beta limits are based upon tlw assumption of
rigid ring~ and are sensitive to the assumed pressure profiles,
these reslllts serve as the primary stability collstra!nt applied
to this EBTK study. It should be noted that a more recent
computation
[12] has raise’d some questions with respect to this
simple stability criLerion.
Until this issue
is
better
resolved, hnw~vc’r, thr rigid-ring stability crit ‘ion is used.
Neglecting,
therefore,
plasm,l en~rgv and particle lnsscs
fron
associated with instahlllcies, ttlwdonini?nt lnss m(’chanisms
toroidal pl~smil can h attributed to dittusive processes ~nd
th[’
to uncnnfinerl ptirtlcle orbits. Th(I dlfft)sivu ![)ssof part iclt”s
:Ind f?nt’r~vfrom th(’ n[JllfIXi S>TIMetr~C bUmpV-tOrb COnfigUrtltlOn i%
dcterrninrrlby neflcl~ssicnl process~s In which the fundamentill
is influenced si~nificantly by the magnitudr
dtffusivc sLep stzu
in ii t~rc>idill
and diructlon o! guidinK-cenLer particle orbits
~r;]dittnt~
Henmct rv in tbc prt’senrv nf hottl 10C;IIm:~ynllcicfit,lrl
nel)classicill
and rfidlal (;lmhlpnliir) el~~rtr{r. flelti-. mitt
scalln~
expression for C}lecr)nfincment tjm~l reflects a tavuriihle
lncrt’asos wit}) temperature,
ff,r ttlrLawson ~~ariimeter,nl ,, thnt
T, t[) th~ 3/2 pnwer findui Ih t}l~’
qqutire of till’
~iiY!lPLi~asp?ct
tr~nsp:)r: sciiling with Lhis
ratio, I+./Rro Tht ncnclassicnl
hchavinr (and rxamin~d in more drtall. in R!’!. [9,13-IH]) lles UL
thr’hrnrt rIt’this EtJTR sLudy. This trans;~orf moclrl cnuplcd vith
the maEnrtirs motlr1 for t11(’ parnmutcrs R.l.and kc and :hr
electron-ring mt)dc’1Rivgs a rearti]r dvsi~n point upuIJwhich kry
englnrering ~y6tems have hecn bubjerted tt)r{lnreptu~l design.
1.3.....PrrvioIIu
EF!T Reactor
—.
...----...—
— ..—-—Studies
—
on thll
bnsis
nf the preceding qua] itntivr oisr~lssion of EBT
tO
iIJ
proportional
physics nnd the npproxtmllte result that
n?
T’/i(R
/R )},
a conceptual reactor emhodi K PIIL h~~s bvcn pruposcc!
1~+.~
c171vnttractiv~ fPaLureR of thiH
ronctnr
includv: [IY]

●

steady-state operation at high beta

●

high aspect ratio, ~/r , leading to modular construction
and favorable geometry For ease of maintenance

●

modest technological requirements

●

high-Q operation (i.e., at or near ignition)

.

good economic projections [6,9]

Tht, first EBTR designs [3-4] indicated that large aspect ratios,
large po~tr plan~s with
‘T’rp = 60, resulted in relatively
lhe
loading (- 1 FIW/m ).
n! ninally low neutron first-wall
concept of aspect ratio enhancement (ARE) was introduced [5] to
gain approximately
a factor of two between the physical aspect
Iatio that
ratio (and total power) and the magnetic aspect
actually determines
the plasma transport:
However,
at
that time, a detailed physical gnd ‘&;e~;rpd;s;:~ .
of the ARE coils and the compatibility of that design witt,
TtIP
blanket/shield requirem~nts for the EtLTRwer~ not rcportf?rl.
bzudy attempts to quantify better tllbcoml)ltx
present
systems
with
use
of
the
interaction and tradeoffs
associated
[5].
“convenLio::ill”ARE coils
1,4.

Physical/Technical
—.

Basis.

tll(”
for
fusion reactor designs,
As
all
conceptual
the
uniqut”
determination
of an operating point requires
(particle/envrgv
physics
comhini=ition of
plasma
applied
transport , stability, equilibrium) and plasma enRinerring (burn
Simlllation and control. fus!on yield and first-willl encr~y
flux(’s, fui’ling, impur. ty control).
tII(’
In ordtr Ln meet these requirements simult~necmsly,
an
EBTR desig~l point has coupled burn,
of
determination
transport, magnetics, electron-r!ng, and blanket/shield models
of a Ilon-axisymmctric thre~*that represent u simplification
dirnensional Reometry. The iteri’?ion and optimization
hc’twl’l’n
nccurrc’d wiLtI LI!LC
models ~nri tllu enginerrin~
these phy~lcs
ttlt’
describing
evaluation
of models
concurrent
numerical
the mn~nets, the pertnrman~”e of
responfiu
of
mechanical/strrss
the impurity control sch~mc, and the thermal-mechpnica 1 responsv
Simultaneously,
key physics and enpinecrinp
of the blanket.
constraint were monitored in conjuctlon with those H&pccth Of
layout that mip’lt interfere with the ponls of systtml
pl~nt
~vstems
access and maintalntibility. bstly, a fully pnrnm~tric
code ~,as dev~loped snd used in paralle+l to thi~ it~rtitivu schem(’
in order
to estimate
and optimize totnl sy!+LC’mcost and co~t-o!ThiN pruce~s continued until a relatively
●lectricity (COE)C
emerged, with m~ jur uncertainties
self-consistent drslRn point
heinR quantified and documented wh~rever possible [9].
The

major

physi:s,

asumption~

and

desiRn bnsiJH adopted by

this ntudy are:
9

trnn~port
modeled
neoclassical
(Kovrizhnykh electrons, plateau ionb,
and temperature Rrttd’~nt lengths),

in
aild

zero-dimensions
a~sumed density

magnetic
field model in toroidal geometry to
describe the toroidal field and ARE coils; averaging used
to reduce to zero-dimensional tranaport parameters.

●

vacuum

●

claasical
losses.

●

IIrst-harmonic electron-ring heating.

●

stability limit given
(midplane beta ~ 0.45).

●

steady-state plasma operation (alpha
particles
are
thermalized classically
and transported neoclasslcally)
after a simulation of plasma startup.

.

use of circular

theory

and

relativistic

describes

electron-ring

by average plasma beta of < 0.20

off-set ARE-coil configurations.

In performing the design and integration
of key
subsystems, the following ground rules were adopted.

‘1
-,

.

10th commercial plant, 1200 Mh’e.

.

Steady-state operation (80% plant factor).

●

Pressurized-water-cooled,

●

Pumped

Q

Life-of-plant superconducting

.

ARC

o

RF bulk henting fol startup and electron rings.

o

Fully remotu

limiter

for

impurity

reactor

solid-breeder blanket.
control.
coils.

coils uses to minimize physical size of power plant.

mainLen;.net,.

REACTOR DESIG!;

‘rhf, r~cent r~mpletioll of a siml lar but moral extensivv
conceptual desiRn of n commercin~ tokamak power plallc [2U] by a
mujoricy of the EBTR de~ign participants was of great benefit to
this study. Tliis overlap allowed the utilization of applicable
cxpt’ricnc[’and analysis for similar systems while maximizing the
c1 STARFIK!:
rfcsign cttort on systems that are unique to EBTR. ‘Ill
~ystt~ms and
[20]
herv
ttl(~
adopted
il!cludc
concepts
blanket/shield system, a pumpf-d limiter, the vacuum/cryogenics
the
BOP arrangement th;itwere
syQtem, and most 65pectH of
1.4
CWc
(~ross)
power plant.
This
evaluntt’d for a “standard”
combination
0! desi~n resources produced a mclre com}lrehensivo
thereby
EBTR design than ntherwisc would have been posBible,
t’,
be
made,
comparisons
allowing
quantitatively
meaningful
SIAIIFIKE
design
between thr EtlTR desipn nnd the more extensivr
Most of the buildings ●nvisaged for both concepts are
[20],
identicml in function and form, except for
the reactor
and
All
other
site
buildings
either
electrical equ!pment building~.
are fdcntical or can bv scaled baaed upon individual needs, The
and boundaries
for all commercial magnetic
site req~lirement~
The
fu~ion power applic@tionH are considered to be identical.
turbino
plant,
electrical
plCtnL, and miscullnneous
plnnt
the
selected for
equtpnwnt for EflTR are identical to hat
STAKFIRE
fusion powrr
plant and a majority of analyses and
requirements urc directly applicable or scnlablr.
Thc tritium

fuel handl:ng and storage system developed for the STARFIRE
design is also applied to the EBTR concept.
2.1.

Design Overview

advantages
of the EBT reactor design is
One of the major
the high aspect ratio, which allows reactor maintenance schemes
that are easier than for the tokamak concept.
The effective
utilization
of the access area around the torus is a major
torus
(i.e.,
coil
design
goal.
The
elements
sets.
first-walllblanketlshield
sectors) are wedge-shaped, requiring
the blanket and/or shield components
to be removed radially
In order to provide accessibility for maintenance and
outward.
assembly, the structure needed to restrain Induced magnetic
loads is incorporated
largely on the inboard side of the
in minimum
interference
in the outboa[d
reactor, resulting
region where a majority of maintainence operations occur.

Another
vacllum

volume

key
to

desiRn
an

extent

premise
that

is

is

the

practical

minimization of the
and

consistent

w:tl)

approach. A realistic design that allok’s a
vacuum
boundary
at the
first wall could not be identified,
because of radiation damag? to a welded joint or vaculln seal
located at or near the first wall and the inaccessibility of the
vacuum seal for maintenance purposes. At the other extreme, th~
use of the reactor containment room as a vacuum vessel has the
vacuuv, environment
disadvantage
of
large
and
pumpin[:
entrapment,
requirements,
extensive
surface
areas
for tritium
equipment under vacuum
and the difficulties
of operating
support
vacum
Elimination of these options places Lhc
conditions.
Specific
bo~:ndary within
the blanket and shield region.
upon
cfe~i[’n
svstem
is
dependect
definition
of the vacuum
and
configuration
(e.g.,
use
of
a
p(unp(d
limiter)
approach
selected for this design.
t}le

reactor-design

A~ain, to maximize the system credibility and tc) utilizt’
effectively the relatively small desisn effort allocated to t}lis
study, a conventional F’Wli
heat triinsfcr and tral~sport system is
Specific design details were modified relative tu tl~l’
utilized.
similar SIARFIRE tokamak desikn [20] in order to accommodate the
unique aspects of the EIITRapproach (e.&,., incorporation of th~,
pumped-limiter/feed-water heating schemr).
2.2, -—.—
Reactor
Point
-..-—.-L)es~ ——
and
Utilizlng the EIiT physjcs summarized
in Sees. 1.2.
implementing
the overall study app-rjach described in Sec. 1.4.,
a set of comprehensive physics, engineering, ~nd economic models
These models were used to
were dekeloped
and implemented.
examine
a ran~e of reactor operatin~ points that promise
puwer near the 1200-MWe(net) level, and ~im(lltaneously
economic
constraints,
satisfy key physics and technology
Table I
summarizes the specific dufiign that has emcrgcrl from this study.
parameters,
A more extensive compila~jc)n of design-point
alon~
wit!) ~xplanatury footnotes, appenrs in Appendix A of’Ref. 9. A

cost comparison with the recently completed STARFIRE tokarnak
reacrqr design
[20] is also given in Chapter 8 of Ref. [9].
to
the
latter
Although considerably ❑ ore effort wa6 devoted
fact that the costing data base and costing/design
study , the
procedures are similar makes such a comparison meaningful.
EBTR
operates with lower plasma,
Although
this
design
STARFIRE
first-wall,
and
blanket
power
densities
than
(4.13 PIWt/m3, 1.% MWt/m2, and 3.33 MWt/m3, res ectively for EBTR
versus 4.50 MWt/m3, 3.6 MWt/m2, and 6.46 MWt/m ! ior STARFIRE),
the system power densiLies are comparable (0.50/0.24 MWt/m3
without/with ARE-coil volume for EBTR versus 0.30 MWt/m3
for
STARFIRE), because
the total thermal power and the volume
enclosed by the coils are comparable for EBTR and STARFIRE
(4028 MWt and 7978/16441 ms without/with ARE coils for EBTR and
4033
Mwt
and
13443
Illj for
STARFIRE,
respectively).
Consequently,
the total direct costs, the unit capital costs,
and the cost-of-electricity are similar (2108 M$, 2366 $/kHe,
and 38.9 mills/kWeh
for EBTR versus 1726 M$, 2000 $/kWeh and
35.1 mills/ kWeh for ST.4RFIKE, respectively).
2.3.

Reactor and

Balance-of-Plant

Layout

The plant shown in Fig. i contains all the necessary
elements
of a central generating
facility: reactor, turbine
administration
plant, electric
plant, ccntrol and
areas,
services, heat-rejection
systems, and supporting
maintenance
u?ilities. A nominal 1000-acre tract was selected for the plant
that provides adequate Bpace for additional generati~g units.
The Reactor Building is centrallv located within the plant site.
The turbine, HUL Cell, cryogenics, and fuel handling equipment
are
located C1OSC to the Reactor Building in order to minimize
natural-draft (hyperbolic) coolinR towers
pipinp lengths. Wetj
are used. The site is located near a river to provide both
adtJquate makeup water and the means to ship the large, heavy
components to the site during construction.
Early EllTKconcepts [2] were considered to be large-aspectratio devices, with a major radius of 60 m or more. For a
device of thst radius, th~ Reactor Building dominates
the site
In this study, a concerted effort
plan and the plant economics,
is made to recluc~ the size of th~ renctor in order to enhance
the
economics while preserving
the
attractive maintenance
features of a high-aspect-ratio
machine.
The ARE CO116 are
into this design
lncorporilted explictly
to reduce the major
radius by a factor of - 2 while maintaining
the same magnetic
aspect ratio and acceptable plasma transporL.
2
depicts
two
of 36 renrtor sectorb
that form the
toru5. Each reactor sector
is comprised of two
different
moduleF: a midplane blanket/shield module, located between thr
torojdal-field
(TF) coils, and a coil-plane
blanket/thield
mncldle. 411 72 modules are physically and thermohydraulically
Iso!ated from each other except for a w~lded, interjector vacuum
scnl locntecl outsjde the shield.
By disconnecting coolant
lines. vncuum line~p and rf-hentlng waveguides,
till?midplane
Fi}?urt

EBTK

can be withdrawn radially outward. After the midplane
iodule
module is removed, the coil-plane module can be withdrawn
from the TFIARE-coI1 assembly followed by a radial
toroidally
outward.
approach
translation
This
design
allows
the
to
TF/ARE-coil
assembly, which requires precise alignment,
remain fixed while blanket/shield replacement is accomplished.
factor
of
The
use of the ARE coils to produce a
two in aspect-ratio enhancement dictates a high
approximately
To
ARE-coil current and, hence, large coil cross section.
minj.mize thz support structure connecting the ARE and TF coils
and to eliminate the transition between cold and warm structure,
the set of one TF and two ARE coils is enclosed in a single
with
vessel
interconnecting
cryogenic
support
crycgenic
Although this approach
structure.
creates a large and heavy
coil set, it reduces the interconnecting and mountirig structure,
alignment and installation problems, cryogenic req{lirements, and
manufacturing and quality-control needs. The cGil casing also
supports and aligns the coil-plane blanket/shield module. The
two ARE and one TF coils within each coil set are ccnnected
electrically
in series to reduce the out-of-plane loads that.
would occur if one of the coils should fail.
Ideally, for an EdT the first wall should closely conform
outer surface of the plasma.
the
The manufacturing
to
difficulties, particularly in the coil plane, inherent in making
the first wall conform to a bumpy plasma suggest t}lata
first wall/blanket/shield
be adopted.
cylindrical coil-plane
The midpl.ane sectors can be fabricated using a conformal wall
design.
The blanket/shield design approach illustrated
in Fig. 2,
results
from constraints imposed by maintainability as well as
In order to achieve
those imposed by design constraints.
transport
in a relatively small torus with ARE-coil
acceptable
currents that are not excessive relatike to the TF-coil current
(i.e.,
to locate the TF
llARE/*TFl <
- 0.25), it is desjrable
coils as close to the plasma as is Fossib:e. Hence, tilethinner
blanketlshield
coil-plane
design
emphasizes
ir]board
the
shielding function, with that portion of th~ blanket having a
A net tritium-breeding
breeding ratio below unity.
tritium
ratio greater
than unity (i.e., T = 1.06) is achieved by
tritium pr~duction
in the outboard coil-plane and
enhancing
midplane blanket/shield regions. This results in a hlanketl
shield design that consists of offset cyljnders and wedge-shaped
sections in the coil plane and concer.tric cyl inders in the
midplane.
The philosophy of developing a simple reactor supported the
selection of a pumped-limiter impurity-control system instead of
Several configurat?.ons and locations of
dlvertor.
a magnetic
The selected confiRuratioF,
pumped limiters were ass~ssed.
two
poloidal
limjters for each sector
in
Fig.
~,
utilf~es
shown
in conjunction with vacuum slots located at the ji]n;
tiollbetwe”’n
Imp\lrities and ne~ltralized
the coii-plane and midplane modules.

DT atoms are pumped th~ough these poloidal limiter slots into an
annular plenum formed between the b.anket and shield assemblies.
The vacuum cryopumps are attached directly to the shield,
thereby providing an acceptable pumping path with high vacuum
conductance.
The first-walllblanket configuration and material
choices
are Dased on a PWR coolant and heat-transport system. The
structural material is Primary Candidate Alloy Stainless Steel
The neutron-multiplier is metallic beryllium, and the
(PCASS).
solid breeder is natural LIA102.
On the basis of these
configurational
and
material
choices,
the blanket has a
theoretical breeding ratio of 1.06 and an energy m~ltiplication
of 1.5. The actual tritium breeding ratio is reduced to a value
slightly above unity as a result of tritium leakage, tritium
decay, ancla wali coverage that is somewhat less than the ideal
100%. The shielding configuration under the TF coils in the
:nboard region is most critical because of the need to minimize
transport losses by locating the coils as close as possible
to
the plasma surface; a compact but effective shield is used in
this region. This design goal is accomplished by using a small
amount of tungsten/lead mixture as a local shielding material in
the inboard coil region.
The shield elsewhere
is stainless
steel, TiH2, TiB2, acd water. Local regions are provided with
through
extra shielding to assure minimal neutron penetration
joints and ducts.
The EBTK plasma is proposed to be driven to ignition by
lower-hybrid heating (LHH) with a variable (tunabie) frequency
of 0.55-1.40 GHz; the LHii is applied symmetrically in four
~ectors around the torus. After ignition the plasma does not
require bulk t,eating. The electron rings require continuous
radiation
against
energv input as sustenance
and
collisionaldrag
losses.
This
power
is supplied
by ECR!{at a frequency of
Gyrocrons
50 GHz (first harmonic) in each of the 36 sectors.
and crossed-field amplifiers (CFAS) are located directly inboard
of the reactor to assure minimal power losses in the respective
waveguides.
Although the design point is based on an “ignited”
plasma (ioeo, the LHH bulk-heating power is reduced to zero), a
Instead, a
ig]lited plasma W.as not simulated.
“numerically”
high-~ driven mode is reported, wherein the required LHH power
is comparable
to the ECRH power needed to drive the electron
rings (i.e., - 40-50 MW delivered to the plasma).
drawing
of ttiereactor building
A three-dimensional cutaway
and the key reactor and support subsystems 1S shown in Fig. 3.
Sections of the reactor are shown both during construction
and
in a completed state. Thih cutaway view illustrates tileclose
fitting of the reactor to the reactor building inner wall i~
order to reduce building costs and reactor ~tructural supports.
The reactor s~pport structure,
including the pedestal that
supports the midplane module, coil support arms, and coil gimbal
supports, are shown both prior to and following installation of
the coil sets and modules. The more massive arms support the
while tensioi, strutti support the midplane moduJ.es.
coil sets,

One coil set and co!l-plane blanketlshield madule are shown in
the blanket/shield
closely
section
In order to lllv:t:ate
surrounded
by the TF coil. Tt\e cryogenic intercoil structure
consists of I-beams a;ld trusses ~nd can be seen in the sectioned
set,
althcl:gh the ARE coil is largely hidden
view of the coil
from view. Positioned between the elevated (1.2-m) concrete
support bases for the coil sets are the TF/ARE-coil dump
resistors. Ample maintenance access is provided outboard of the
reactor for maintenance machines and module transporters that
are mounted on monorails.
Overhead in the reactor hall are two
bridge cranes (a portion of one is shown); these cranes assist
in construction and maintenance of the reactor. The illustrated
arrangement of the reactor and associated systems is designed to
provids a syl~ergistic and cost-effective utilization
of space.
More complete descriptions
of all the buildings and reactor
plant systems are included in Ref. 9.
3.

CONCLL!SIONS

The objective of the study has been to develop a conceptual
commercial
power plant utilizing
design
for
a
the EBT
confinement concept. The design is based upon the current
status and understanding
of EBT physics, as extrapolated to a
reactor regime, and upon credible engineering approaches.
The
composite result presented herein meets this objective and forms
the base for an attractive
Further
fusion power system.
conceptual design and systems efforts should prove fruitful in
improving the prospects of EBT as a power system. A synops~s of
the study conclusions given in Ref. 9 is presented Lelow.
O

The economic evaluation indicates that the capital cost and
COE for an EBT commercial power plant are comparable to the
better developed and understood tokamak concept [20].
Additionally, the COE is considered to be competitive with
energy produced by new fission or fossil power plants. As
future refinements are incorporated,
competitive
the
position for EBT is expected to be further enhanced.

@

The high-aspect-ratio
feature of the EB1’assures a highly
accessible and maintainable
reactor with totally reinote
operations,
while
plant
maintenance
promising
a
or
greater
t}~dn
present
fission
availability eq~al to
plants.

~

A compact, Intep,rated reactor building &as developed based
upon the unique reactor features of the EBT concept.
The
use of conventional power-conversion anti balance-of-plant
illustrating a compatibility
systems is possible,
with
conventional power systems.

.

Blanket m(llerial selection and configurational tailoring
accomplished adequate tritium breeding, while maintaining a
magnetics
gtometry needed to obtain the required plasma
Was
This
bla.lket/shield
confinement.
configuration

achieved using a natural LIA102 solid breeder because of
cost and safety considerations.
●

lu=IIntegrated
TF/ARE-coil design is proposed that meets all
requirements.
This TF/ARE-coil
major magnetics/transport
loading
set adequately reacts the induced magnetic-force
and retains a fully remote maintenance capability, although
life-of-plant
the coils are designed
to function as
components.

.

Magnetic aspect ratios, ~/Rc, of 15 to20, required for
adequate plasma confinement, can be achieved for EI reactor
351n
with
a
major radius, while ❑eeting necessary
engineering
constraints.
This
configuration
is
accomplished
using a significant amount of AF’~ current
Alternatively,
‘lARE/lTF ---0.22) for tune design point.
this configuration may bc achieved by designing for larger
mirror ratios.
An
important
physics/engineering/cost
tradeoff exists, which requires further study.

@

The pumped limiter appears to be an attractive impuritycontrol concept for EBTs. Although many of tne coupled
remain to be
plasma iscrape-offflimiterlslot
processes
of
the
the
demonstrated
results
experimentally,
phenomenological
description provide promising Indications
of feasibility.

.

Trends derivvd from the systems code analysis arc evident
that promise an improved competitiveness of future designs.
These trends include the following:
-

cost

optimizes

consistent
allowed
-

with
midplane

on
the
beta,

ttle

beta,

average

maximum

~,

mirror ratios used ~i.e., maximum
E = 4LMp/(1

A strong dependence oi cost on
mirror ratio is inc!i~ated.

+M)2).

the

maximum

allo~’ahlv

- Cost-optimized designs for constant beta are found when
the number of sectors and ARE-coI1 current are reduced
~nd simultaneously,
the toroidal magnetic field ~nd
plasma radius are increased.
- EBT exhibits a stronger economy of
at
-

.

tkie

12@0-!lWe(net)

design

scale

than

a

tokamak

point.

The optimum value for ARE-co:l current appeilrs to hc in
broad
the range IIARE/ITFI
D 0.~)8
- ~.1~,
where
~
LJWC r values tend to increase cost
mjnimum occurs.
because of increased torus radius and higher va lugs
of hlRher magnet costs.
tend to increase cost because

several
physicz
issues/questions/uncertainties
can
reactor
viability:
affect
EBT
significantly
the
rnagneticsltransport in high-beta plasma, alpha-particle
~lectron-ring
dynamics,
energy
loRses
and
genera 1
Stahillty, profile effects, edge-plasm:l physics, plnsma
henting/fuelin~ clurin~ startup and appruach
to igultion,
plasma burn control.
and StF3dy-Statt!

*

Although many of the models and baqes used to generatt this
EBTR design are beyond the present experimental state-ofthe-art, the extrapolations seem reasonable and consistent
with the present theoretical understanding of the EBT.
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TABLE
EBTR

I

MAJOR DESIGN PAIW?lETERS

Net elect rir.al power (Mb’)
1214
Gross electrical power (MU)
1430
4028
Total .hermal power (W)
35.5
Gross power-conversion efficiency (%)
77
Overall plant availability !%)
35
Major radius (m)
1.(J
Plasma radius (average) (m)
6JI
Plasma volume (m3)
36
Number of sectors
9.7
Maximum field at magnet (T)
5.03/2.25
Field on axis (cnil-plane/midplane, T)
0.17
Average toroidal beta
Midplane beta
().46
2.24
Mirror ratio
(J.95
(lr170/m’)
Average DT ion density
AverIge LITion tempvraturr (keg;)
27.9
Corlt~nllc~us/~gnited
Plasma burn mode
Lo~er hybrid (rf, 0.5.”1.4 CNz)
Plasma heatinR method (startup)
ECKH,
(rf, 50 GHz)
RinR heatinp,method
~~
Ring heating power ubsorhed (ML’)
Vacuum-pumped li:fiitcr
Plasma impurity control m~’thod
Advanced austrnltic
First-wall/blank&t structur~l
scainlesti steel
materials
Neutron wall loadinR (Mh’/r12)
1.4
n;]tur;llm-LiAlfJ2
Tritiurn breeding medium
Pressl]rizcd WiiLt’r
Primary coolant
SLi’ilm
Thermal convcrsl(jn m:th:d

Figure 1.

View of EBTR plant site.

FiRure 2.

Equatorial
cross section of the EBTR showing two of
36 reactor sectors, each of which is comprised of two
modules (i.e., a coil-plane and a midplane module).

Figure 3.

EBT Reactor Building showine the Interrelation of
reactor components.
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